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Multimodal Visualization Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization Introduction



Motivation



Flickr receives about 5,000 new photos per minute Pitkanen et al. [2], reported a production of about 70,000 new daily images in a radiology department Image collection exploration has been shown to be a good strategy Summarization Visualization Interaction



Multimodal Visualization Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization Problem Definition



Problem



Traditionally image collection visualization approaches only use visual content to represent image content and to project similarity relationships in the visualization space. However there are other information sources, such as text, which is useful to better visualize image collections. How to use visual and textual content to improve image collection visualization How to project text and images in the same visualization space How to measure the quality of the visualization



Multimodal Visualization Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization Multimodal Image Collection Visualization



Non-negative Matrix Factorization The general problem of matrix factorization is to decompose a matrix X into two matrix factors A and B: Xn×l = An×r Br ×l



(1)



There are different ways to find a NMF [1], the most obvious one is to minimize: ||X − AB||2 An alternative objective function is:   Xij − Xij + (AB)ij D(X |AB) = ∑ Xij log (AB)ij ij In both cases, the constraint is A, B ≥ 0.



(2)



(3)
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NMF-based Multimodal Image Representation The image database is composed of two data modalities, herein denoted by Xv and Xt . The proposed strategy consists in the construction of a multimodal matrix X = [XvT XtT ]T . Then, the matrix is decomposed using NMF as follows: X(n+m)×l = W(n+m)×r Hr ×l ,



(4)



where W is the basis of the latent space in which each multimodal object is represented by a linear combination of the r columns of W . The corresponding coefficients of the combination are codified in the columns of H.
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Multimodal Visualization



We use PCA algorithm to reduce the dimensionality of text data and images taking their representation in the latent space. As input, PCA receives a transformation matrix T obtained as follows, h i T T = Wrxm Hrxl , T is the representation of concepts in the latent space where Wrxm and Hrxl is the representation of images in the latent space. We reduce the dimensionality of images and concepts with PCA using as input the matrix T .
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Multimodal Visualization (2)



Figure: Process to obtain the transformation matrix T
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Experimental Setup 2500 images from the Corel image database (100 images per class) Data representation BoF: blocks of 8x8 pixels, SIFT descriptor for each block, Codebook of 1000 patches (k-means) Each image is represented in a histogram with the occurrence of each codebook patch in the image (the closest)



XvT is a vector in R1000 XtT is a binary vector in R25 NMF factorization: X(1000+25)×2500 = W(1000+25)×30 H30×2500
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Experiment 1



Figure: Multimodal visualization with concepts and images
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Experiment 2



We select the closest image to the i-th concept in the latent space. This is reached by selecting the minimum distance among each concept and all the images in the latent space as follows,   Ii = min d wti , wvj , w ∈ W , where Ii is the i-th image to visualize, wti is the i-th concept, wvj is the j-th image, W is the latent space matrix obtained of the NMF, and d (·, ·) is the Euclidean distance between two vectors.
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Experiment 2



Figure: Visualization of the 25 concepts and their corresponding closest images (one per class)



Multimodal Visualization Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization Experimental Evaluation



Experiment 2



Figure: Confusion matrix of experiment 1. An "1" indicates that the closest image to i-th concept match with correct image (same class)
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Experiment 3 We visualize some pair of classes highlighting associated concepts. All images belonging to both classes are visualized.
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Experiment 3



Figure: Visualization of aviation and butterfly
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Experiment 3



Figure: Visualization of cards and forest
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Experiment 3



Figure: Visualization of cats and dogs
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Class Distance Matrix (KL Divergence)



Distance matrix (KL) using PCA



Distance matrix (KL) using NMF-Asymmetric
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Classes as p.d.f In this experiment we model each class visualization as a probability distribution function: We divide the visualization space in a grid of 10x10 cells We count the amount of images in each cell We generate a vector with the probability of occurrence of images in each cell
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Histogram Intersection



Then, we calculate the intersection between each pair of histograms thus: n



Int(hi , hj ) =



∑ min (hi (k), hj (k))



k=1



Now, we build a histogram intersection matrix, which say us how close the classes are each other.
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Graph



Figure: Graph of the intersection matrix. Edges are drawn when the intersection score is higher than 0.5.
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Convex Combination of X



We use a convex combination between Xv and Xt to see the impact of each component in multimodal visualization,     (1 − α)Xv (1 − α)Wv = Hv , αXt αWt where α range from 0 to 1.
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Results Convex Combination (α = 0.1)



Figure: Visualization for r = 0.5 and α = 0.1
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Results Convex Combination (α = 0.1)



Figure: Graph for r = 0.5 and α = 0.1
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Results of Convex Combination (α = 0.9)



Figure: Visualization for r = 0.5 and α = 0.1
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Results of Convex Combination (α = 0.9)



Figure: Graph for r = 0.5 and α = 0.1
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Results of Convex Combination (α = 0.5) and Normalizing Xv



Figure: Visualization for r = 0.5 and α = 0.1 when Xv is normalized



Multimodal Visualization Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization Conclusion



Conclusion This paper presented a first step towards the construction of a semantic image exploration system that allows to understand the distribution of images in the collection. We used a Non-negative Matrix Factorization to built a latent space for multimodal data, in which images and text terms can be represented together. We performed qualitative evaluation of the resulting collection visualizations. To study the full potential of this approach, a more systematic evaluation will be required, involving quantitative measures and interactions with real users.
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